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Abstract:
Within the last six years, gas fired furnaces, either of the gas designed or conversion type, have been
installed in a large number of homes in Montana. These are of all types, steam, hot water, and warm
air. Each of these three types of systems would require a different method of testing. It was decided to
confine this investigation to a single type for the present, and the warm air system was the one selected.

Due to the relatively short time that gas has been used, to any great extent, for domestic heating
purposes in other than the immediate vicinity of a natural gas supply, there has been very little work
done on the determination of the efficiency of domestic gas fired furnaces. A test code for gas designed
furnaces, established by the American Gas Association specifies minimum requirements which must be
fulfilled in order that the appliance may be approved by the Association. A code has also been
established for the installation of conversion burners, but no testing code for the conversion burners has
been established.

The conversion burner has been developed to a point where it has made a definite place for itself in the
field o domestic heating and, consequently, a method of testing must include the conversion burner as
well as the gas designed type of furnace.

Since natural gas has gained such wide distribution and is continually gaining in popularity as a house
heating fuel, it was felt that an investigation into the efficiencies obtained with this fuel would be a
service to users, and to those contemplating the use of gas as a fuel for house heating purposes.

It was with this service in Mind that the project of devising a method for testing was started.

It is hoped that the testing may be carried on over a period of years so that some reliable data can be
accumulated on a number of different types of warm air furnaces, and that the testing may be extended
to steam and hot water heating systems.

PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION The purpose of the investigation is to develop a method for testing
domestic gas fired warm air furnaces. The method has been devised so that it would be equally well
suited to the testing of either gas designed or conversion types of furnaces and, consequently, establish
a means of comparison between them on the basis of their efficiencies.

BASIC PREMISES It is generally conceded that the more nearly test conditions approach actual
operating conditions the more acceptable are the results of the test. This is the first premise on which
the method is based. The method has been held to this requirement as rigorously as possible. The
laboratory has been in a residence and the apparatus a conversion installation put in by the distributors
of the gas, without their knowledge of the fact that it would be used for testing purposes. A few slight
modifications of the installation have been made to facilitate the use of testing instruments, hut the
installation remains essentially as it was placed by the installation men in the employ of the
distributors.



The second premise of the method is that all heat is utilised except that which goes up the stack.
Radiation in the basement of a home cannot be considered as a loss unless it is excessive. The radiation
from the furnace and leaders is generally not greater than is required to maintain a proper temperature
in the basement to prevent cold floors. A dry warm basement is essential to proper heating of the
house. A properly installed warm air heating system will not give radiation from the furnace and
leaders in excess of what is required for maintenance of proper temperature in the basement. 
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WitMa the last sis: years, gas fired ftrmaees, either of the gas 

designed or conversion type, have beea installed in a large amdber of homes 

in Montanao These are of all types, steam, hot water, and warm air* Each 

of these three types of systems would require a different method of testing, 

Jt was decided to confine tMs investigation to a single type for the pre

sent, and the warm air ,system was the one selected.

Due to the relatively short time that gas has been used, to any 

great extent, for domestic heating purposes in other than the immediate 
vicinity of a natural gas supply, there has been very little work done on 

the determination of the efficiency of domestic gas fired furnaces, 'A test 

code for gas designed furnaces, established by the American Gas Association 

specifies minimum requirements which must be fulfilled in order that the 

appliance may be approved by the Association, A code has also been estab

lished for the installation of conversion burners, but no testing code for 

the conversion burners has been established.

The conversion burner has been developed to a point where it has 

made a definite ,place for itself in the field Cf domestic heating and, con

sequently, a method of testing must include the conversion burner as well 

as the gas designed type of furnace.
Since natural gas has gained such wide distribution and is con

tinually gaining in popularity as a house heating fuel, it was felt that an 

investigation into the efficiencies obtained with this fuel would be a 
service to users, and to those contemplating the use of gas as a fuel for 

house heating purposes,



Xt ToS with this service in M n d  that the pro Jeet of devi sing, a method for 

testing ToS startedo

It is hoped that the testing m y  be. carried on over a period of 

years so that some reliable data can be accumulated on a number of different 

types of warm air furnaces., and that, the testing m y  be extended to steam and 

hot water heating systems*

PUM3QSE QE IHVBSTIGAflOM

The purpose of the investigation is to derelop a- method for test
ing domestic gas fifed warm air furnaces» The method has been devised -so 

that it would, be equally well suited to the testing of either gas designed 

or conversion types of furnaces' and, consequently,, establish, a means, of com
parison between them oh the basis of their efficiencieso

' BASIS PREMISES

It is generally conceded that the more nearly test conditions 

approach actual operating conditions the more aceeptahle are the results of 

the teste This is the first premise on which the method is based. The 

method has been held to this requirement as rigorously as possible* The 

laboratory has been in a residence and the apparatus a conversion installa

tion put in by the distributors of the. gas, without their knowledge of tbe 
fact that it would be used for testing purposes* A few slight modifications 

of the installation have been made to facilitate, the. use of testing instru

ments, hut the installation remains, essentially as it was placed by the 

installation men in the employ of the distributors*



T M  second premise of the method is; that all heat is. utiliaed 

ezeept that which goes- up the Stach0 Badiatlon la the basement of ,a home 
cannot be considered as a loss unless. It Is ezeesslTe.= The. radiation, from 

the furnace and leaders is generally not greater than is required to main
tain a proper temperature in the basement to prevent cold floors*■ A dry 

warm basement is essential to proper heating of" the houses A properly in
stalled warm air heating system'will not give radiation from .the. furnace 
and leaders in excess of what is required for maintenance of proper temper
ature in the basement^

DiaeUSSlOH OF TESi MSTHOBS

The principle material, available on testing methods for domestic 

furnaces is as follows,s ■

Io Investigation, of warm Alr- Furnaces and Heating Systems at the 
Ttaiversity of Illinols06 gSgSglGgll 

B* Tests of das HonB-Heating Equipment at Purdue University^

So. American Gas Association Approval Requirements for Gentral 

Heating Appliancesô"
The most, extensive tests on warm -air furnaces, have been carried on 

at the- TMiverslty of’ Illinois® These tests have- been devised for,, and made 

. with coal fired furnaces 0

In collaboration with the Hational Warm Air Heating Association^ 
the University of Illinois has carried on a research program ever a period 

of about twelve years; on the investigation of all phases of warm air heating* 

There, have been six bulletins s each of considerable lengths issued on the



1S"*1.. „
work which has been done 0 "

The- BethocOs of testing are very epiqolete, and a great deal of data 

on the performance and operation of warn air furnaces has been Obtgl nsS6 

Briefly the method used Is to measure the heat Input hy Weighing the fuel| 
and to determine the stack losses by means of Orsat apparatus® The furnace 

output is measured at each register face by means of anemometer traverses 

and temperature measurements with, thermocouples and thermometers® The 

efficiency is based on' the measurement of input to the "furnace end the out
put as measured at the register, faces® Jt ,would be entirely unnecessary to 
duplicate work .which has already been so well done*' If it should become da— 
sirable to extend the- scope: of these testa at some, later date®, many of the 

methods and devices: used, ,at Illinois could be adopted to a good advantage*

In May 1951 a  bulletin entitled VTest of Gas Home-Heating Equip- 
w  •

menttt was issued by Purdue. Wniyersity6 This bulletin covers the method of

testing and results of tests made- on domestic steam boilers fired with gas®

Eesearch was carried on oyer a period of two years tests being made on a

number of different types of conversion burners in several makes of boilers»

Tests were also made oh a gae designed boiler»

The method of testing as devised at Purdue 9; used the principle of

testing InteCTiitteht operation of the boiler* Previous to these tests®, no

testing with Intermittent operation had been done. , Since these tests1 were

made® a code® drawn up by an A0S0H6T0E= committee®-, for testing oil burning
20devices included a provision for intermittent tests*

The: AoS=A0 Approval Requirements- for Central Heating Appliances 

.are: specified as requirements which, "represent minimum standards for safe



operations satisfactory Perforraanees substantial and durable construction,^

A method of testing gas designed warm, air furnaces is specified ..in the code, 
Ihe method#, however, is. only applicable- where the furnace can be set -up in 
a laboratory when# certain apparatus is available, for the test* While the 

method with certain modifications could be used in. testing -conversion 
furnaces, the method was. devised for determining the minimum performance 

requirements in. order to-obtain the appro val- of. the ' AitiGrsAe. laboratories, 
which is primarily for the testing of gas burning devices ..submitted by the 

manufacturers o.

Ihe- principle on which this method • is devised is the second basic 

premise, The method is, briefly stated^ to measure the gas, input, and the 

air supplied for combustion^ to measure the loss to the stack,, and by tak=* 

ing the difference of these, two- quantities the heat, output utilised In heat

ing the house can be found* By knowing the input % the output. and -the losses, 

the efficiency of the: furnace can be determined.

The principle of testing on intermittent operation is used in this 
method. The furnace is allowed to operate normally with thermostatic, con
trol and no Specific period of operation Is required® Testing is dene during * '
the wOffrt periodsas well as during the. ”on!p periods so that the- entire loss 

through the furnace is measured®. Entirely normal operation, of; the furnace is 

thus obtained and adherence to the- first, basic "premise is strictly maintained,

' .TESTMG ELBE AEB AEEimTTB' '

Figure I gives a diagramatic layout, of the testing plant .and Figures 

E and & are photographs of the setup made.



Til© furnace* part H y is a, warm air furnace of ©feel .GoustruetioUp, 
installed xor burning eoal̂ ,. Fon burning gas^ the grates, have, been removed^ 

and the burner placed at about the position occupied by the ,grates.=,; The ash 

pit door.was removed for installing tha burner and the entire opening^ with 
the exception of a  small secondary air opening, near the Tloory was bricked 
up and sealed with high temperature cement,*

The burner is of the bnnsen type^ The burner hfad$is. a ring which 

fits the fire poty over which is placed radiants W  throw, the heat against 

the walls of the fire pot 0,

.*20«?' .

The gas input to the furnace is measured by a standard volumetric, 
dry type of meter^ part Iw Figure B9. which has. a Iaaxizmm capacity, of 150

cubic feet per hour* The mater was new when it was installed= A ten foot 
proven is available at the. gas warehouse of the Montana Power Company*, where: 
the calibration of the meter Can be cheeked as frequently as desired*.

A tee is placed in the gas line Just, ahead of the Heter3.. arranged 

as shown in the diagram=: in which is placed a  thermometer= part IO= Ziguie B3, 
to obtain the temperature -of the gas as it is metered* it is necessary that

the thermometer- be inserted a sufficient distance so that the bulb is in the

gas stream. Another connection to the same tee is provided to which is
. ■!;; -

attached a water manometer= part 7* Zigure Bs. for obtaining the gas pressure 
as metered.

A specially constructed box of galvanized iron* part 4, Figure 8, 
and Figure A3, is used to cover tlie mixer and the secondary air inlet. In the 

box between the mixer and secondary air inlet is placed a damper- for the- re*
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Fig. 2
Airangtsnent of Apparatus at Front of Furnace

I. Ges Moter
2* Thermostatically Controlled Electric Valve 
3# Primary Air and Gas Mixer 
4. Air Control Box 
5# Total Air Danper 
Ge Inlet Air Metering Pipe
7. Gas Pressure Maaometer
8. Three Way Cock 
Ge I lcromsnometer
IOe Fuel Gas Theraoneter 
H e  Furnace.
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Fig. 3
Arraqeaacient of Apparatus at Rear of Furnace.

11. Furnace
12. Flue Gas Sampling Tube
13. Flue Gas Thermometer
14. Flue Gas Recording Thermometer 
15• Craat Apparatus
16. Chirmey Flue Orifice Flangas
17. Chimney Flue Pipe 

Check Damper Opening (Capped)18.
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gulatloa of the secondary air-, The hox is terminated hy a lertgth of four 

Inch air pipe., part 5, in which is installed a damper to shut off all air 

when tlie- furnace is hot operating* The damper is connected by a suitable 
linkage to the thermostatically controlled electric Valirefc part Sfc so that 

the damper opens simultaneously with the Iralye9 At the end Of the four inch 

pipe is placed a length of six inch pipe,, part 6fc with a suitable reducer. 
This is the metering pipe and Contains the. orifice for metering the air 

supplied for combust ion. The metering pipe is removable so that it esoi he 

placed in a calibrating apparatus and the orifice calibrated in place, The 

method of calibration is explained in detail in another section of this paper, 

An Orsat apparatus-, part ISfc Figure -Sf is used for analyzing the 

flue gases.. The Orsat sampling tube, part 13,. is placed in the chimney flue,, 
part 17, as close to the furnace as possible.

The bulb of a recording flue gas thermometer, part 14, is placed in 

the. chimney flue a short distance behind the Orsat sampling tube* The prin- . 

eipal use of the recording themometer is to show the p^iod of operation*

A high range mercury thermometer, • part 13, is placed as near the recording 

thermometer bulb as possible. TSien testing is in progress readings are. to 

be taken from the mercury thermometer and. not from the recorder*
in the chimney flue, part 17, Figure 3, one pips diameter ahead of 

the elbow by which the flue is connected to the stack, is placed a pair of 

flanges, part 16., instead of the ordinary slip, joint used for flue pipes*

The flanges are used for an orifice which, is placed in the flue* This ChSa- 

ney flue orifice serves- a twofold purpose (I) as a substitute for a draft 

hood to reduce, the chimney draft, and (3) for metering, the products of com-

■ HsrtWHt
1 I I’ 1 I f  f - ' h ' l t l i l f  ' i f  I ! ' | f ! v t ? f . y  

iVzfli-uI i,,:;vi I:,
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cheek (Samper opening,- part ISs Zigzre S3 is at the slhow 

between the flanges and the stack. For. reasoD.3 which will be explained . 
later, this opening' is kept capped.

In order to use, the orifices,; Sn the ialet air' metering pipe, and 
the ChiEmejr fine, for measurfuig the/flow of gases, it. is- necessary to hate 
differential pressure taps in the pipes in which the orifices are placed. - 
The taps ere taken one: pipe- diameter from the plane of the orifice s on the 

inlet side and one-half pipe diameter from the plane ‘ of the orifice on the 
outlet Side0.

A differential manometer of low range and high accuracy is require 

ed for the: measurement of the differentials and drafts: encountered in this 
work. A  manometer, part 9, Figure Ss accurate to *001 inch of water, was 
constructed especially for this project. The manometer and its manipulation 
will be described in detail in another section of this paper*.

Bzhber tubing connections were run from the pressure taps at sack 
of the orifices to the place where the manometer is located* Three way.- 

cocks s part 8, Figure Ss were placed to form a header, so that the-differ

ential, either at the chimney flue, orifice -or the orifice in the inlet air 

metering pipe, could he obtained without removfng the hose connections» By 

this means readings can. be, taken successively at each orifice by simply 
changing the position of the cocks*

A small isinglass window in the furnace door was provided for 

observing the condition of the flame at the burner while adjustment s' for 

proper, combustion are being made*- This eliminates the necessity for open



ing the furnace door., or admitting air to the combustion chamber through 
any "but the proper sources»

A specially constructed dewpoint apparatus for determining the 

humidity of gases at high temperatures* is used to obtain the moisture 
content of the flue gases.

OEEBAffIQSJ OF BOBNBR

The device for the proper mixing of the gas and air for combus

tion is illustrated in Figure 5. The gas expanding from the pressure in 

the- gas supply line to atmospheric, through the small orifice in the spud, 
attains a high velocity causing a slight vacuum at the mixer throat. This 

suction draws in the air at the mixer face, and the mixture of air and gas 

passes to the "burner head. The mixture is ignited as it issues from the 
"burner ports. The amount of air being dram into the mixer throat is 

controlled by means of the primary air adjustment plate which can be placed 
as close to the mixer face as desired, to give the proper air end gas mixture 
for good combustion conditions. • Secondary air* controlled by a damper in a 

■ small opening in the front of the furnace* is drawn in underneath the burner 

head, and supplies a sufficient amount of oxygen to complete the combustion 

of the gas,

P R E m i M R Y  Ap JOSTMIB

A rule* determined from practice, for the size of flue is given by 
5II. Te Branehe .» This rule states that "one square inch of flue area- for

* An undergraduate thesis project by George Yan WinKLe9 M= s, G=, fSd
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every IOsOOO Bou0Hc, is same where near the required area” 0 This rule was 

used to approximate the size of the chimney orifice s the final size being 

determined by trial» It was decided that a gas rate in the neighborhood 

of 180 cubic feet per hour was desirable for the tests in prospect, since 

the burner was designed for rates between 100 and 150 cubic feet per hour* 
The heating value of the gas is known so the size of the chimney orifice 

could be computed from the rule given above0 Computation showed that an 

opening about four inches in diameter would be required* An orifice of 

this size was made and placed in the flue? By varying the size, of the gas 

orifice in the spud, the gas rate was adjusted to about ISO cubic feet per 

hour*

An orifice of an. arbitrarily assumed size was placed ,in the inlet 

air metering pipe* Adjustments of the primary and secondary air were made 

until the best possible flame was obtained* Tests were then made with the 

Orsat apparatus to date mine the amount of excess air being .used* If toe 

much excess air was found, the size of the air orifice was reduced, primary 

and secondary air readjusted, and another trial made with the Ossat* This 

process was continued until CO was detected in the flue gases* The size of 

the air orifice was then increased until the CO disappeared* The burner 

was judged to be adjusted with as small an amount of excess air as could be 
used to obtain complete combustion, when this condition was reached*

When these trials were completed, tests for neutrality of draft 
were made* This was done by opening the fire door slightly and holding a 

lighrbed match at a number of points along the edge of the door*. If the 

flame was drawn In slightly when the match was held below the middle of the



door* and wag not dram in or was extinguished when held above the middle 

of the doorj the draft was judged to he as nearly neutral as could he ob

tained* This method of draft adjustment was used in making the tests on 

all equipment tested at Purdue9 and is also recommended by S 6 T 6 BraneheP6 

If a neutral draft is not obtained 9 it is necessary to change 
the size of the chimney orifice and repeat the process outlined above until 
proper adjustment of both air and draft is obtained*

When these conditions were established. 9 the air metering pipe 

containing the air orifice was removed and placed in the critical flow 

apparatus for calibration*

PBOOEDBBB OJT TESTHG

After the orifice is calibrated, the apparatus set us as previous

ly described, and the burner properly adjusted, the testing may be started* 
Since the testing is to be done while the furnace is operating intermittent

ly, tests must be made over a complete cycle or a series of complete cycles 
of operation* For example,, if the testing is started at the time the 
furnace comas on, the testing must be done during the "on" period and the- 

subsequent "off" period up to the time, the furnace comes on again* This 

insures the temperature in the house being the same at the end of the test 
as it was at the start* It is Immaterial at what point of the cycle the 

test is started, or for how many periods the test is made, hut it is impor

tant that the test be ended at the same point of a cycle as that from which 
it was started*



JtiBmiB OF FKBB- GieiS

Tli© usual practice in combustion testing is to take a continuous 
sample, of the flue gas thick is analyzed after the completion of the test,. 
In this WorIsr5 Mwevers a grab sample is taken and analyzed as. sack set of 

readings is taken, Tke necessity for this method of flue gas sampling is 
shown when the operation of the- intermittent burner is ermdned* The ftOffw 

period is usually of .Sufficient duration so that the -entire system is cold 
when the furaaee starts up* The flams impinging on these cold surfaces 

causes the formation of GO for a short period * .da the furnace warms up the 
combustion becomes complete* The stack is cold at the start of the cycle 
and as it heats up, a greater draft is, created which draws more -air "through 
the furnace and reduces the G0_ -content of the gases*

Another factor in which the grab sample plays an, ispoitsnt part 

is the -air leakage inside the furnace4 Ho ordinary furnace installation 

is absolutely air tight, and consequentlyg there will be some' leakage into 
the combustion chamber* This leakage will vary due to the increase la 
draft with increase in stack temperature, and increase of the viscosity of 
gases with increase in temperature*

Amizsia 0FFOB&G&8

The carbon .and hydrogen content of the gas used for the tests was 
determined by means of a slow combustion process3 .̂* This- part, .of the work 

was undertaken by the Chemical Engineering department and the data for this 
test 'work rere obtained from them, ■ The hydrogen content was also obtained



"22=
,'from the Junkers type calorimeter when the heating, wains.was determined.
■i

HMTim Tiidl OF FdEL GAS

The heating value of the fuel was determined "by Tneana of an

American Heter Company Junkers type calorimeter. The procedure of obtain- 
./ • - - 

•ing the heating-value by means: of this instrument is completely described
in Bureau of Standards Circular Ho. 48 . and does not require repetition

-/ ■
in this paper* as the results of the heating value tests are the only data■ -r1
pertinent to this method. * ■

COHPILATIOIi A3© CO^dTATIOH OF DATA

Before any test data are obtained* it is desirable that certain 

tables and curves be prepared to facilitate the calculation of the results 

of the tests* Standard conditions of reference have been established and 

all results have been corrected to these conditions: to assure uniformity* 

The eonditions established are as follOTsi

Atmospheric Pressure . 35 inches of Mercury 

Atmospheric Tengiemture ' 70 degrees F.

All tables and curves are based on a quantity of 100 cubic feet of 

fuel gas supplied to the furnace for combustion* ' ,

The gas analysis obtained consisted of the folic# ing I,

C 6 6*1$ Molecular Weight" 1G*S

EB 25*7$ " Specific Gravity 0*664
Hs 1 0*2$

From these data the Orsat analysis for varying percentages of GOg was
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computedo A tabulation of the results is given in Table I.

Using the volume of wet gases and the percentage of from 

Table I, the curve in Figure 6 was plotted* This curve was used to obtain 

the volume of wet flue, gases, from the Orsat analysis made during, the test  ̂

From the data in Table I. the heat losses as tabulated in Table II 

were calculated by the following formulas?

loss due to sensible heat in the dry flue gases' ‘ I

where

0*34 W( tg:'» t^)

W = weight of flue gases/3LOO cubic feet of fuel ■ 

0*24 = specific heat of flue gases at constant press 

t = tempersture of flue- gases:, degrees F* 

t_ =• temperature of room, degrees Fe
loss due to moisture formed by burning hydrogen

MM  Sg ) ( 1080 t a,#tg -  t*)
100

. where

. w ~ weight of fie I gas/1 0 0  cubic feet fuel gas.
Hg = ̂  by weight of hydrogen in fuel gas analysis 

Since there is no CO present the total heat loss is the sum. of the- 

sensible heat loss due to dry gases and the loss due to the moisture formed 

in burning the hydrogen*

From the data of Table II, the curves in Figure 7 were drawn*
These, curves were used to determine the heat- loss when no GO was detected 

in the flue gases* If CO was present in the gases,- as was usually the ease
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TABLE I

ORSAT ANALYSES AND GAS YOLIMES
Computed for various assumed percentages of .COg in the Orsat Analysiŝ ,

Gas volumes based on 100 cubic feet of fuel burned, ■ . '
""« ' •COg 0S ; F3 Total

Volume
Dry

'. .Ezcess 
Air : 
Io .

Total
Volume
Wet■ • ' ;

Orsat' Analysis fo 11.0- 0 ,0 ... 88.7
Vol', Dry Cu.Ft, 105 o4 Q6O 0833,0 937,4 0.8 1163
Orsat Analysis- % 1 1 ,0 r./'OtS , 88.5
Vol, Dry Cu9Ftd 105,4 ■ 4,8' f 849," > . 960,0 3,2 1183
Orsat. Analysis fo 10,5 1,4 . 88,1
Vol., Dry Cu,Ft,. 105,4 14 o O 834,6 1005,0 6.7 1339 ■
Orsat Analysis fa IOeO 343 87,7

Void. Dry Cu0Ft, 105,4 34o4 933,3 1054,0 1 1 ,6 1378 .
Orsat Analysis fo 9,5 3,3 87,3

Void Dry GueFf0. 105,4 36,0 .968,6 1 1 1 1 ,0 17,2 1355"
Orsat Analysis fo .9,0 4,3 86,7
Vol0- Dry CueFt0 105,4 51,0 1014,6 - 1171,0 33,3 1395
Orsat Analysis % 8,5 5,8 86»a
Vole Dry Cu0Ft e- 105,4 1070,6 1240,0 30,0 1464
Orsat Analysis fo 8 ,0 6 , 0 SQdO

Vol, Dry Cu0Ft0 105,4 78,6 1134,0 1318,0 S M 1542

Volume of water vapor fro# loo cuaft> txk fuel "• 384 CUefte 

All volumes for conditions of 35 in, Hg, «- 70 deg,. Z, ‘
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'<1 .

/

TiHS. Il

H M T  XOSSES DUE TO FXUE CMSES 
Weight of products "based on 100 cubic feet of fuel burned

# COg Weight
Dry

. Products
TemprFlue. 
Gases

Dry Flue 
Gas X q s s  
Btu

■ Moisture 
Xoss From

Total Loss 
Btu

111.3 59,50 150 1150 9520 ■ ; 10670
300 I860 9720 11560
•350 3540 . 9930 .13470

" SOO 5500 10100 13400
— — -a-* '  I. I l . ! . .  M I l T m l̂  T l .  Ul

350- ^ ' 4015' 10310 . 14535
10.5 65.11 150 1810 9520 10730

300 1970 . 9730 11690
350 8750 9950 12660

- 300 3480 . 10100 15580
350 4340 .10310 14550.

67.09 150 1385 .9530 . 10805
200 3090 9720 11810
250 3900 9950 13830*

" 300 3700 10100 13800
• 550 4510 10310 . 14830

70,03 150 X 1415 9520 10935
200 3300 . 9730 13020
350 3180 „ 9930 13110
500 4070 IWo 14170

-— ___ 350 . 4950 10310 15260
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S1Ot the beginning of the teOa1t period̂ , the heat loss was computed directly® 

Table III is aa example, of the data sheet used for testings/ and 

lists the: readings which stould be taken in the course of the test. Aboxt 

ten minutes is required for one observer to take; a, set of readings, If 

two observers are available for the test, observations -at five minute, 
intervals touM  be desirable.,

'" Table IT illustrates the derived .and computed data. The method 

of obtaining each item is given in the ttSample Calculations", Appendix A, 
The input.is a constant'quantify during the operation of the 

furnace and is obtained by multiplying the metered gas rata,, corrected to 

atmospheric pressure and temperature,, by the heating value per cubic foot 
of gas. The input whs plotted, as a horizontal line* for the period of 
the cycle during which the furnace was operating,, Figure. S,.

The heat losses for the entire cycle were plotted on the same ' 

sheet with the heat input, Figure 8 , Sith these curves, the BotaUti input 

and the Bot0Ue loss for the cycle were computed. The efficiency was 

obtained as follows;

Bate of heat input - IlS9OGO B.t.u./hour. (Figure 8 )

Time furnace was 1lOHtt = 50 minutes

Heat input to furnace for cycle IlS9OOO x 50 =. 04,200 B»t .u.
60

Bate of heat loss during "on" period = 17,000 Bot0U. per hour,

Figure 8 »

Bate of heat loss during "off" period = 2200 B.toUo per hour.

Time of "off" period = 97 minutes *



■ toLE III OBSERVED DATA

Test No0 2, ' Furnace - Oonversion Oae Rate .«? 119 eu0ft»/hr Barometer « M 093" Hg
leather - Rain Nind ~ None • Outside Temp0 ~ ̂  39 Oeg0F0 Data * May 5, 1955

I S S- 4 5 6 7 S 9 ' 10
Ti Tipe ISanometer Readings Flue Gae

Zero Air Ohiimey Tempo
Orifice Orifice

7i40p 1 Furnace On
7:40P 26.8 54.8 40.5 164.
7 ?50P ' ■ 26.2 60.0 45.0 240
8:05P 26.0 • 65.0 61.0 300
8ii4P 86.4 65.0 48,0 340
StSSP 26,3 65.0 48.0 358
BiSdp 26.0 7 0 ,0 52,0 576
SiSOP Furnace Off
.SiAOP 86.1 27.0 04WB 508
.SiSOP 26,1 86.8 53,6 275
•9i00P • 26.1 26,8 55,5 255
.9:10P 86.1 26,7 55.4 231
9: SOP 36.1 26.8 33.0 212
9;50P 26.1 26.7 50.8 195
9s40P 26,1 26.7 32/5 185
9: SOP 26,1 26,8 52,2 176
IOsdOP 26.8 26,7 31.9 167
IQsQTP Furnace On

Fuel Gas . Orsat Analysis
Temp. OOg COgtOg GOg -t- 6g 

•f CO •
Entering

Air
Temp.

70 9.8 12.0 13,0 68
71 10.2 i s  *8 is.o : 68
73 10.8 15.3 15.8 68
76 10.5 15,3 . 13.5 ■ 68 .
78 10.2 15.4 13,4 6878 9,9 13,6 • 15.6 70



TABLE Hf.
' ' . -

Test No o M  ;>• Analysis' of Gas C - 66,1$ 
Speeifi^Ztfavlty of Flue Gases 0*96 Average 
PresstEe on Fuel Cas Line = 6,6" Hs>0

DERIVED AND CALCULATED DA
Hg = 83.7$ Hg = 10.2$ Eol=.-I

Heating Yaltie of Gas => 936 E 
Gas Rate Corrected = ISO cu.

TA
t, » 19.2 
itu at "85"Hg-' 
ft./Hr.

"30

70 degoF,.'
.^%^1 .: 13 13 14 15 16 17 18 ' 19 21■ differentials At 
.,///' Orifices xV- 
JiAltr Chimney

Oas FIqv? From : 
— Orifice Diff .
. Air ' Flue- Cas

Elue Gas 
Density

Ofsat Analysis YoloFltieGas Btu Loss/Hr 
From' Orsat From Flue ' 
CU 0 Ft,/Er •<, Gases

ooa Og . CO Hg
r' 'ii 1 .0*9&86 0,014-3 935. 17Q0 0.0505 . 9 .8 2^8 bo . 87.0 1720 180000.0338 0.0188. 1008 3075 0.0450 10.8 2.6 0 .2 87.0 2010 .158000.0370 0,0347 1032 2460 0,0417 10,3 0.1 . 0 .0 . .86,7 3180 166000 0.0389 . 0.0316 IOQSkr .. 8065 0.0596 10.3 ’0*0 0.0 .86,7 289C 175000.0387 0,0317 1090 2400' Oi.0588 10.2 5,8 0.0 86 »6 3360 17950.0.0437 0.0357 1145 • 2630 0.0580 9.9 3.7 0,0 86,4 3400 18800Furnace Off

0.0087 1460 "0.0423- 35400,0075 1325 0.0442 , 28900.0074 , , 1295 0,0455' 8580'0.0073 1265 0.0469 2305 f■ 0.0069 1.315 0.0483 / 3020 '0.006? . 1182 0,0495 ' - 17650,0064 I ^ 0,0503 ' i 16000,0061 1110 0.0510 1440.0.0057 1065 0.0518 18.88 ''

Z 3y '/~Or (?:;/•: ; . .
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met lose foe **m» period = 17,000 % SO = 34,350

m
Heat lose Aap "GfMgerioa = 2,800 %9? = 3,550 B.t.u.

m
heat loss foe Qjele = I?, ?00

Effioieney = (94,800 - 17,700) g IOD = BlaZf3
94,800

B1SGOSS10H OF YSSii DATA

The test data given are the results of a test made over a single 

eyele and are net necessarily representative of results trhieh might be ob

tained= It is merely used for the purpose of Illustrating the operation 
of the method.

Several discrepancies occur In these data which require e^plana- 
tioa, The first Is the variation in the actual Brsat analysis from the 

computed values as given la Table I, This was probably due to the change 

in the gas which had been made shortly before the data were taken* 1Bie gas 

was being supplied from different wells than those which were ordinarily 

used, This necessitated making an analysis of the gas after the test* There 

was not sufficient time available to make enough analyses for a good average 
value.

The agreement between the volumes of gas as measured at the orifice

(and the volume from the Orsat analysis is -fair in moat cases but mould
probably be much closer if a reliable gas analysis were available,

In Table III the air flow differential reading at SsOS $>* M, is 

M g h  compared to the other differentials recorded* This was probably caused 

by a surge in the draft occurring at the time the manometer was read*



. The. shape of the heat Iohs Curver Figure 8, is characteristic of 

the perforriiaa.ee of a burner in intermittent operation and. bear# out, the 

-prediction of performance as given in the section .on Analysis of Fine. Gases. 
Tba large losses 'shown during the first few minutes of operation is .caused'' ' 

by the formation of CO,. When the temperature of !he furnace n-ns radiants 

has become sufficiently high so that the combustion is. complete,,-the loss 

drops to the minimum point and then rises steadily for the remainder of 

the yon" period in a direct ratio to the temperature increase and increase, 
in draft.

I
Figure 9 is a reproduction of a chart obtained from the flue gas 

temperature recorder during the winter. The period, of operation was- 48 hours 

and the chart shows clearly the necessity for testing over a complete cycle 
of operation. • -

Discussion
The test method as given in this: paper is by no means complete. 

There are a number of points which require investigation^

The next step would be to. calibrate Ihe chimney orifice. It may 

he possible to develop a method of calibration similar to that used for 

calibrating the inlet air orifice. For this purpose, it will be necessary 

to heat the air passing through the orifice to tesp©natures corresponding 

to the temperatures of the ■ flue gases. The necessity for the calibration 

may be seen from the following facts?-

I. The orifice has not been used to measure differentials 

caused by velocities as low as those encountered in a 

furnace flue.
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So Tho ehasge is the viscosity of the gases vrlth the 

change in teiaper-ature say have as appreciable effect 

os the coefficient ef discharge of the orifice when 

thers is a tcsvseratare variation eyer a side range*

After the chimney orifice has been calibrated if r/ill be possible 
to determine the sensible heat loss due to dry chimney gases directly from 
the orifice measurement shen combustion is complete end use the Orsat - 
apparatus only as a cheek on combustion conditions, Sinco- there ras not 

sufficient time to devise a method, of calibration for the chimney orifice  ̂

an orifice coefficient of ,SO vas 'assumed for the calculation of the test 

data. This coefficient m s  given in several papers read, ^*5$as- correct 
for differentials in the neighborhood of one inch of eater nhen the ratio 
of the diameter of the orifice hole to the diameter of the pipe m s  Q0SQ,

A departure from the ordinary installation was the substitution 
of the chimney orifice for the..draft hood. W e n  a gas Installation is made, 

whether gas designed or conversion, it is necessary to make a provision fbr 

a draft hood between the furnace and the stack, cShB purpose of I M  draSt 

hood is threefold and is given in the AoQoA0 wPequMerentss3'' as follows?^

« (I)0 'Sc insure the ready escape of the products of combustion 
in the event of no draft, back draft, or stoppage beyond 

the draft hood,
■ * (g), To prevent a back draft from entering, the appliance,,

« (&) o Sb neutralise the effect of stack action of the chimney 

upon the operation of the appliance^*

The draft hood in practice takes one of two forms. The first



tOHa is the standard draft hood used when, a gas appliance is installed, 
This consists of a hell shaped device of considerably larger diameter than 

the flue pipe on one end and tapered to the same diameter as the fin© pipe 
on the other, The small end goes to the stack, The large opening is 

telescoped for a "short distance over the chimney flee from the furnace,

In the hood lust, above the opening of the flee pipe is placed a Y-shaped 

baffle, Yrom this arrangement it may be seen that there is an area of 

at least the equivalent of the flue area, #ieh is open to the basement 
and thus .Mils the draft. The baffle prevents a dorn draft from affecting 

the burner in the furnace, The second type of draft hood is that used for 

the conversion burner and consists simply of removing the check damper from 
the flue pipe, As a check damper opening generally has am area as large 

or nearly as large, as the cross sectional area of the. chimney flue, this 
serves the same purpose as the large end area in the first type of hood 

described.

From the basic theory of the hood, it m y  be seen that it would 
be impossible to provide a means for covering these openings at any time 

during the heating season, M t h  a draft on the stack varying' from ,OS 

inches of water to about 0 05 inches depending on the wind, outside temper
ature, and temperature of the gases in the stack, a large volume of air is 
removed from the house through the draft hood opening, The- draft increases 

with the temperature differential between the inside and outside of the 

house;, there is generally a greater draft whan a strong M n d  is blowing; 

therefore the loss- through the draft hood opening is greatest when the 
weather is most severe, The amount of air removed from the house by means



hood is sufViolently large *bo raise the rate of air change la 

the house to an appreciable degree* The air is removed from the basement 

but since a foundation is as a rule quite tight and basements have feg 
x7inSot7S3 Infiltration must take place in the upper portion of the house to 
replace the air removed fresa the basement* From the foregoing discussion*.'' 

' it may be seen that the- draft hood loss Is due to the installation of a 
gas- appliance and should be taken into account as a loss in. computing the 
efficiency of the appliance*

The orifice placed in the flanges in the chimney flue serves a 
double purpose* (I) for metering the products of combustion going to the 

stack and (8) as a substitute for a draft hood* The cheek cl sniper opening 

sas capped and the resistance and baffling effect of the orifice relied 

upon to serve the purpose of the draft hood in killing the draft and pre» 

venting back draft* Frcrni observations made over a period of about .six 

months this has keen very successful and may he a development which could 

be adopted to good advantage on all gas appliances*- A longer period of 

testing and more complete, investigation could be necessary before it could 

be definitely shown as an advantage* It is evident, however, that It has 

a very definite advantage in eliminating the heat loss due to the draft 

hood.

As to the other purposes, ,when the draft hood is nsecU"- if stop
page should occur beyond the hood, the products of combustion would fill the 
house in a short time making it disagreeable? if the orifice is used and the 

opening capped,the products of combustion will back tip into the furnace ex
tinguishing the burner and pilot* %en the. pilot is extinguished -it auto--
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mtieally @Mts off the gas; m  --bhis would be m o m  desirable than fillips 

the bouse- with, the coidbtiation products, and at the same time is jtis-t as 

safe as the draft hood.
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APF’EKDIX a

SAMPLE CALCUIATI ONS OF TEST DATA
Column No.

1-10 Observed during test 

(Col. 3) - (Col. 2)

(Col. 4) -(Col. 2)

11

12
13

14

(From curve In Figure 15 using value in Col. I) x gas rate % so
__________  "  100

Flow Formula V = CM / 2 ghQ dQ x 3600
d~

/here V = flow cu. ft. per hour.

H

orifice coefficient = .60
4- Orifica t rj f /

-OAM-—

Dieter cone tent = ,0903 for orifice used. =

g = acceleration of gravity =» 32.2 ft. per sec.'
0,3 r-3

h0” differential head in ft. of liquid used in 
manometer = col. 12

d0» density of liquid in manometer in lbs. per cu. ft.

d = density of fluid measured in lbs. per cu. ft. (see item 
15 for calculation)

V = .60 x .0903 (V .2 x 32.2 X .0145 x 50.5 x 3600 = 1700 cu. ft.
12 .0503

per hour.

The density of air at 25" Hg - 70° F. = .0612 lbs. per cu. ft. 

The specific gravity of the flue gases (from table 17) is .96

Then the density of flue gas at 164° F = (624° abs.) = .0612 x 
•96 x 530 * .0503 lbs. per cu. ft.

624

16 Same as Col. 7

17 (Col. 8) - (Col. 7)



.o4£)«“

IS  

IS 

SO .

SI

(Col0: 9) (Gulp 8$

(100) -W (%&* 9)
Jfecm Gnx-TG IPlgum S using value i n  Gol0 16}

(Volume Ix-osi curve) s  gas r a t e
100

'(IToai curve Vigor# ? using Col0 5) ar gas- rate In' ca
1. 100 '

BuaSng tlx® "on" perioi the specific gravity of -Sae f lu e  gases 

m y  he taken as »-98; and the heat' loss ,obtained as illu stra te d . During the 

ftOfflj period air is- passing up the chimney flue .and "the flow la calculated 

in the same -way- hut to obtain the- heat loss- the volume, is changed to weight, 

and the loss calculated from- th# fhfJmala- «- -W x  «%$. (tg *. tx) .aa illustrated 

on page 813»
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APPEiDlZ B

HBABOBmERP OP IHET AIR AM) ELBE GASES

The principal problem in connection mill the testing method 

adopted t?as the measurement of the air supplied for combustion and the 

measurement of the products of combustion» The volume of the flue gases 

could be computed ffom the flue gas analysis„ but since the flue gases are 

considered as the only losses from the furnaceg. it was decided that the 

Orsat in itself was not sufficiently reliable so that its results could be 

accepted without verification by other means»

It was equally important that the air supplied for combustion be 

measured so that the entire input to the furnace would be known. The air 

leakage into the furnace, can be determined by difference if the Orsat 

analysis of the gases leatring is known, and the amount of air supplied is 

also known. The method of doing this has been shown in a previous section 

of this paper.

In considering the measurement of the flow of gases at the very 

low velocities encountered in a domestic furnace, three methods were ■ con

sidered, These are (I) the anemometer, (S) the pitot tube, and (5) the 

orifice. Each of these methods has certain advantages and disadvantages, 

And the selection of the one to be used was based on the consideration of 

the following factors; (I) Apparatus available, (S) facility of construc

tion, (S) data available and previous usage (4) accuracy, (5) ease of man

ipulation.

The anemometer is the most commonly used instrument for



Qeteisnlning the air flow at low velocities In, heating tests,. .It has the 

advantage of 'being a self contained unit that is direct reading, Tt has 

the disadvantage of being a rather delicate instrument, of many mechanical 

parts and requires constant- recalibration, in order that its reading’s, may be 

relied upon, Thrthermore, a careful travers# of the opening*, through which

the flow is being measured, is required unless the anemometer- is; calibrated
, ■ /  . - •

in place o' If this £s. done , it is necessary to- have some type' of calibrate ‘ 

;ing apparatus at hand so that checks on the- accuracy of the- instrument can

be- made at. frequent intervals». Since it was desired to measure the' flue 
gases with the instrument selected* it was questionable whether an instru^

Kent of this kind could be constructed .which would give reliable - readings ■ 

when placed in a gas stream where the range of temperature is as large- as

that encountered in a furnace flue* !There was one- anemometer available
: * 1 - . ' - : - 

which could have been used for metering- the. air supplied ,'.for' combust ion*.

but a ' considerable, .amount of research and experimentation would have been-
■ .

required to construct an anemometer which would be suitable for use in the. 

Chimney flue, •'

The pitot tube is an instrument which ’ has also been widely used 

for the measurement of fluid flow at low velocities. Its- principal advantage 

is that it has been used in a sufficient number of investigations so that 

its characteristics and performance are quite well, Imown1̂ yl6s'3'9'. If it is
• - . , . j > .

constructed according to specifications and used with care* the results, ' 1 ’ ''-f;
obtained may be. relied upon, . Disadvantages of the instrument- are the -

• v

following.; •
I, a  traverse for each determination 3s required which makes
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the manipulation slow an! the method of computation zather 

Imrolved.

2. It is not an integral unit and requires the use of a differ*

ential gage of very high, accuracy,

3« 'When the pipe in which the measurements are to be made.- has.a
diameter of sir inches Pr less, a special' pitot tube- is require

ed and this tube must be calibrated with a .standard tube
16before it can be used for measurement purposes.

Standard pitot tubes- ,were available but' it would have been 

necessary to construct a small tube for use In the pipe through which the 

air was supplied for combustion©

The sharp-edged orifice has been accepted as. an accurate method 

of determining fluid flow© .A search showed that the orifice has been used 
quite extensively for the measurement of gases where the velocities were 

sufficiently high so that a differential across the orifice of one inch or 

more of water could- be obtained© However,, no material could be found where 

gas with velocities as low as those encountered in this work had been meas
ured by means of the orifice©. Ho reason can be found for net using the 

orifice for measurement. of gas flow at much lower velocities than those for 

which it lias been used up. to the present time.©

The use of an orifice for the flow measurement' has, these advan-

1© a single calibration is sufficient and recalibration at 
frequent intervals is not necessary.

S6 It is easy to construct 'and install..

tBges%



So a traverse is not necessary and a single reading is 

sufficient for the calculation of the rate of flow, 
unless the flow varies quite rapidly.

The disadvantages of using an orifice- are as. follows;
l.e it is not an integral unit and requires the use. "of a very 

sensitive, manometer® - '

Se: it has not been used previously for the measurement of 

velocities as low as those- encountered, in this work and 

consequently no data she available on the coefficients oven 

the range required, • ’

It was decided that the orifice was the most logical means of 

controlling both the air supplied for combustion and the draft and since it 

would be used for this purpose it would be advantageous to use it far meter-* 

ing also. It was decided that the orifice had a sufficient number of advan
tages over the other methods of measurement so that its selection was justi

fied without the additional advantage of being an excellent means of con

trolling the air and draft. In order to eliminate the most serious die- . 
advantage, which is the last listed above.,, it was decided to calibrate.- the . 
orifices with conditions as nearly similar to the operating .conditions as 

eould.be obtained,, .

GAL1BRAH0K OF AIH 0EI11CE

hue. to the fact that there were- no data on the use of orifices 

for measurement of fluids flowing at velocities as low as those encountered 

in domestic furnaces, ah effort, has been made to take -every precaution



possible to insure the proper calibration of the orifice so that measure

ments m d e  with it would be reliable*
la order to calibrate the orifices with conditions of flow as 

near to the condition of operation as possible it was necessary to find 

som way to draw small quantities of air through, the pipe in which the • 

orifice was placed* The solution to this problem was found in the critical 

flow of air into a vacuum through a small nozzle. In the A»S*M»Eo Trans

actions for 1930 is a paper by rJ0 I* PeBaufre entitled5 "Calibration of
AHozzles for the Measurement of Air Flowing' Into a Yactsna5f, ~ in this 

article Mr, PeBaufre calibrated a series of nozzles having diameters vary

ing from *085 inches up to I inch for measuring the flow of air into a 

vacuum* In these calibrations the vacuum was maintained at a sufficient 

magnitude so that critical flow through the nozzle took place* , Critical 
flow occurs when the absolute pressure on the outlet side of the nczzle is
55 per cent or less of the pressure on the inlet side* When this condition

'

has been reached the maximum amount of air which will pass through the 

nozzle will flow continuously through it and the pressure on the outlet side 

will not affect the flow*

The nozzles had been carefully calibrated and all the data on 

their calibration TOre given as well as the design and exact sizes of the 

nozzles* A set of the nozzles was made up which would measure volumes over 
the range for which it was necessary to calibrate the orifices* Figure 10 

shews the design of the nozzles Uaed9 the sketch being taken from the paper 
by Fr* PeBaufre*

In order to use the nozzles it was necessary to design some type,
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of apparatus by W n s  of -whicb they eould be used for the. air flow measure-.
ment fr Figure: 13 shows the eomplete set-up. of the apparatus devised, for this

purpose,, It consists of the' inlet air metering pipe, removed from. the. fur-

• race with the orifice lit- place and. set up in. this apparatus, two lengths of
four-inch -stove pipe., the differential manometer*, the vacuum chamber, a.

mercury vacuum gaga, and -the pipe connections to the vacuum pumps.

It- was. mentioned in an -earlier part of this paper- that the inlet"

air matering pipe was made in such a manner that it could be removed for

the calibration of the- orifice. The purpose of this was to permit. the 
. • • ■' 

removal of the entire unit, so that the position of the orifice- with re**

lation to the pressure taps could be easily preserved* calibration rssamade' 

under these conditions, and' the pipe then replaced at the furnace for use 
in measuring, the air input to the furnace®. Since the reducer is an integral 

part of the Inlet .air pipe it was necessary to use four inch pipe for the 

section 'immediately following it> The purpose, of this four-inch pipe was to 

form a chamber between the metering pipe- and' the nozzle to prevent the possi
bility of any turbulence caused by the nozzle from, affecting the. micromano
meter used' for measuring the differential at the orifice.

The vacuum chamber and the nozzles are illustrated in Figure 13,

The vacuum chamber was constructed of a three™inch standard pipe nipple and 

2 three-inch pipe caps,- The outside of one of the pipe caps was turned on 
the lathe to the size of the four-inch pipe so that a good tight fit was 
obtained-, A brass bushing was made which, had an inside taper the. same -as 

the taper on the nozzles and the inside polished smooth so that a good fit . 

with the nozzle was obtained, Tbe face of the cap which had been turned to
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Fig. 12

Apparatus for Calibrating Air Orifices

1. Tacuun Chacber

2. 4 inch Stove Pipe

3. Inlet Air Metering Pipe

4. Mcrmnanocteter

5. Extra Air Orifice
6. Mercury Mmoxaeter for Vacuum
7. Connections to Vacuum Pumpe
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Fig. 13

DeBaxifre Nozzles and Vacuum Chamber



fit the four^ineh pipe was then bored to the, size of the outside diameter 
of the brass hushing and a drive fit was- obtained.- The. bushing was then 

driven from the inside of the cap so that it came flush with the face & The 

face of the other -cap was drilled and tapped for 3/4 Inch pipe, and a street 

ell was placed in. it* . The chamber was then, assembled and when placed on 

the stand with the other apparatus and connected to the vacuum pumps* was 
reader for use *

The mercury manometer was used to determine the magnitude of 

vacuum which was maintained in the Chamber®

A  steam driven vacuum pump was used to maintain the vacuum in the. ■
chamber. However* for the largest nozzle used* (11/32 inch diem.) the pump

did not have sufficient capacity to maintain the required vacuum and it was
necessary to connect, a small motor driven vacuum pump in parallel with the
steam pump to obtain sufficient vacuum*.

The nozzles were made of brass' .according to the design shown in

Figure 10, page 46« A template was made for the shape of the inlet and the

nozzle fitted to this template so that the proper shape was, assured?. The
\

faces and throats of the nozzles were highly polished with emery cloth and 

crocus clotho The throat diameters were then measured with a micrometer?

The final sizes of the nozzles,, compared with, those of DeBaufre,' are given 

in Table. T. A curve, Figure 14, was made for interpolating the capacities 

for the sizes made so as near exact capacity was obtained as possible. The 

capacities given in the Table and on the curve are values taken from 

DeBaufretS data" which was for a barometric pressure of 89,Sg inches Hg* and 

TO ..degrees F. The. volumes must be corrected to the conditions of temperature.
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iEABLE ?

. mzzms amBBATES b y p m m e m
' -i •

Yb Iuqs taken T̂ora1TaixLe J of De BaufKa ?s papers

> .

' " . W

,V-.

Drill Size Diameter By 
‘ Measurement. .....

OapaeityOUoFt ./mn
1/4 ;\.'.0̂ 249 18 o 90

9/38 0,8%? 15 o 90

5/16 0.315 20.60
11/38 . 0.544

'I,
24.50 '

3/8 .01375 22110 - -

, ,, Volumes for dry air at 70 degrees F6 29*98" Hg* _ ■ '

.
- : , ■ :' ' r

HOZZ-LBS OOKSTRDCTED AT H 6S6O6■ . ' ' f, ,
Oapaeity obtained from eurvbs. Flg6 14 -v

' ' ' -V- ‘
• Drill Size Diameter -By 

- Heasuretnent
Capacity • . 1: 
OaeFtdZffino: ■

1/4 04255 13 o 50 ' ■; " /

9/38 0.280 16.80 .

5/16 O6SlS SOoBO ; -

11/32 OoSiS Si6SO

3/8 OoSSO SO6OO

Yolumes for toy air at 70 degrees F0 -SD6DStt Hg6

/
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aad pressure existing at the time the nozzles are used for calibration of 
the orifice6

Uith the apparatus set up as shown in Figure 13 the calibration 

of ihe orifice may be made. Machine oil is placed on the tapered part of 

the first nozzle to be used, to insure a seal, and the nozzle placed in 

in position in the vacuum Chamber0 Ihe pipe connecting the chamber with 

the metering pipe is slipped into place and carefully examined to see that 
it is tight. If there is any possibility of the joint leaking it is well 

to seal it with tallow or wax». The pumps are started and adjusted to such 
speed that in the vacuum obtained the absolute pressure is somewhat less 

than 50 par cent of atmospheric pressure.* Uhen this condition is estab

lished critical flow through the ndzzle is taking place and all the air 

passing through the nozzle is. being drawn in through the orifice* A series 

of readings on the manometer are then taken to determine the differential 
caused by the flow* A test is shown in Table TI and the readings required 

for the calibration are tabulated there* When, a number of readings have 
been taken a nozzle of the next larger size is placed in the apparatus and 
the process outlined above is repeated* Uhen the range over which the 
calibration is desired has been covered the data may be plotted as shown 

in Figure 15* In this way the volume of air can be taken directly from 

the curve when differential readings taken in the furnace tests are made, 
and it is not necessary to go through a series of calculations involving 

coefficients and density ratios* However, if the liquid used in the man

ometer is not. the same for the calibration as that used in the furnace 
tests then it is, necessary to know the specific gravity of the liquid used
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TABLE TI

TEST DATA ON ORIFICE CALIBRATION
Date 4 - 4 - 3 3  Orifice Diameter = 2*340"
Manometer Fluid - Methyl Alcohol Specific Gravity = 0.808

arometer = 25.1" Hg.
F  IorJ;■ ozzle Size Vacuum Manometer (f-rom Ftq /4) Entering

Inches Inches Hg, Differential Air
In. Alcohol > -,.b Temperature

1/4 15.0 0.0310
I

/3.30 76
14.9 ' 0.0310 76
14.8 0.0308 /5f? I 77
15.0 0.0310 76
15.0 0.0312 76

9/32 14.0 0.0472 75
14.0 0.0465 75
14.0 0.0465 75
14.0 0.0468 75
14.0 0.0467 76

5/16 13.2 0.0760 frO.ltO 75
- 15.2 0.0756 77

13.2 0.0748 76
13.6 0.0748 76
13.6 0.0750 76

11/32 1 2 .8 0.1040 76
1 2 .8 0.1040 78
1 2 .8 0.1045 77
1 2 .8 0.1050 77
12.7 0.1050 76
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^ach time and tie. e^uixraleat head in tenma of the liquid used when cal» 

lhratiou xvas made must be computed before the air flow is read from the
QUTWQ0

The effect of humidity in the calibration, unless excessive, is

negligible* This may be seen by examining the table given in DeBattfre19S 
4

paper in rMch the largest correction factor given is 0*994,. This is 

also brought out. in 8. A» Moss9S paper and in Hf* Iioss9S discussion of

DeBanfre9S paper*

C GH3TRUCT1QM ABD DSB 03T HICROHAEOmTER c

Some preliminary trials showed that differentials ranging from 

less than 0*01 inch of water up to 0*05 Inches of water would he exper

ienced at the orifices where it was desired to make measurements of flow*

An inclined manometer graduated to 0*01 of an inch of water was used for . 

these trials* . With differentials as low as these the apparatus available 

was not sufficiently sensitive so that measurements of the order of 
accuracy desired could be made* If either an orifice or a pitot tube were 

to be used for measurement it was necessary to have an instrument of much 
greater sensitivity than those available* Soms study of manometers of 

high sensitivity was therefore necessary*

Since a differential gage was only one of quits a number of 

instruments required for this test work, a great deal of time could not 

be devoted to this study. However, a sensitive, reliable gage was sufficient

ly important so that the progress of the present project had to be interrupt

ed until a suitable gage could be constructed*
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In selecting a gage for this work the following characteristics, 

were EeemeS EesirabIe5

I0 Simplicity of Construction,,

So Accuracy to O6OOl inch of water.

S6 Ease and speed in manipulation»

40 a  standard gage which did not require- calibration*

5o Buggedness of construction*
In connection with the furnace tests at Illinois it was found desirable to

have a sensitive manometer of the type mentioned above. A gage known as- 
3the 'WJahlen Cage" , a Meromanometer sensitive to G0OOOl inch, of water was 

designed and constructed for use with pitot tubes and orifices when cal

ibrations of the anemometers were made. This gage involved the use of two 

liquids. It was studied but its construction was rather difficult and the 

gage somewhat cumbersome*

In ''Measurement of Air Flow1' by E. Ower a Chapter is devoted 

to micromanometers. A number of nanometers having various, ranges and 

accuracies are discussed and described. Two types of tilting micromanomet

ers are described* These manometers complied with three of the five points 

specified above, (numbers S9Sp and AJ s, but departed sufficiently from the 

other two to cause their rejection* The reason for this was that a good 

deal of expensive and complicated glass work was involved and this made 

them objectionable according to points I and 5*

One manometer described by H e-. Gwer seemed to be. of the type which 

would comply with all the requirements listed. It is a large range manometer 

01 che TJ tube type with a movable limb. The principle of the nanometer was
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adopted and using this principle a design has been made which suits the 

meeds o£ this test . The complete design is given in Figure 16 and the 

completed instrument is illustrated by Figure 19. Mr. Ower describes 

the principle of the Instrument as a "manometer employing virtually a 

flexible TF tube consisting of two limbs whose lower ends are connected 

by a length of rubber tubing. One of the limbs remains stationary while 

the other is raised or lowered by an amount corresponding to the applied 

pressure difference 5 by means of a micrometer screw to which it is attach

ed." The "stationary limb" consists of a reservoir of large area so that 

the movement of the other limb m il not have an appreciable effect on the 

level of the liquid in the reservoir. The movable limb consists of a 

piece of glass tubing inclined at a very slight angle fixed to a nut on 

the micrometer screw.. The glass tubing is fastened to the nut in such a 

way that its Inclination can be varied to change the sensitivity of the 

manometer. Rotation of the nut to which the tubing is f astened is pre
vented by milling a groove in the nut which slides over the center support 
of the micrometer screw bracket and moves along the side of the scale. The 

top edge of the nut is used as the indicating pointer for the position of 

•the limb.

The selection of a suitable liquid for use in the manometer was

the next consideration. In an. articles, "How to IMce Differential Manometers" 
15by A. J0 Nicholas he states "For low differentials water is an unsatisfac

tory fluid for use since the water meniscus, is liable to be sluggish-?-^- 

"oil or alcohol are more satisfactory since for very small tubing the 

capillary action is small or negligible and the meniscus is distinct and
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Fl g. 17

Mlcro-mtinomter for Measuring Extremely 

Low Differentials

I* High Pressure Connection 

2# Liquid Reservoir

3. Scale

4. Mcrometer Head

5. Movable limb Nut

6* Low Pressure Connection
7* Hair Line for Meniscus on Inclined Glass Tube



; readable? M?-* Ower also recomends alcohol, and on making aerial in, the .
V j ; ; - . : . "  . - -  -

s  ■ ’ ‘‘i: '
. manometer constructed^ alcohol was found to be very satisfactory,,

The manipulation of the manometer requires care but fis. comparative 
Iy Qimplee After it has been leveled up and fastened securely in place the 

hose GQBnectiODS are placed on the tube;,, the high pressure• inlet: connection 
is fastened to the reservoir tube and the low pressure outlet connection is. 
fastened to the glass tube on the movable limb*- The hose connections are 

put in place before the zero reading is established to prevent the dis- ■ 

tufbing of the level or position of. the manometer= The other end of both 
hoses are opened to the atmosphere either by means- of the three-way cocks or 
- by removing them from the tap pipes at the orifice= The zero- is then estab
lished by raising the head until the. meniscus of the fluid is . at the hair 

. line m. the glass tube= "Readings are always made with the movable limb 

rising, to eliminate any error which might be introduced by .a.slight "back 

.; lash" in the threads’ = Mhen the movable limb is- lowered It is necessary to 

.go'a sufficient distance so' that the fluid rises above the hair line on the 

...tube and then raise the Iinh until the meniscus of the fluid is at the hair 

line=

. After the zero is established the hose connections, may be made at. 

the; orifice and the manometer is. ready to read differentials= This is done 

hy simply raising the movable= lirab until the fluid is at the hair line and 

then reading the scale, and the micrometer head= By subtracting the zero 

reading the differential is obtained= It is advisable to check the zero 

after each differential reading has been made to be sure that the manometer 

has not been disturbed=
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